Sometimes it seems like Steve Jobs’ notorious reality distortion field (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality_distortion_field) has extended to all of Silicon Valley. Some eager entrepreneurs think their new product is so brilliant and so unlike anything else out there, that they just need to make it available and people will start clamoring over it. Other start-ups develop a core technology that has myriad possible uses and they’re not quite sure which will be most appealing, so they plan to just put it out on the market and let customers decide.

Approaches like these overlook the importance of brand strategy as the foundation for a successful launch. Having a brand strategy in place ensures that your internal team is aligned around the same goals, and helps determine how you plan to differentiate your product and win loyal customers. Real artists may indeed ship, as Jobs famously exhorted his team (http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Steve Jobs), but savvy businesspeople don’t do so without at least a basic brand strategy in place.

It may be tempting to skip brand development in the rush to get a new product to market. Most entrepreneurs are as short on cash as they are on time and they don’t think they can afford to spend either to attend to brand-building. And some people mistake product strategy for brand strategy, without realizing that a compelling brand is comprised of so much more than a product idea.

Since launches should be grounded in a brand foundation while at the same time being pursued with agility and speed, today’s entrepreneurs require an alternative to a complete, robust brand platform. Tech start-ups employ the Minimum Viable Product (MVP) concept, made popular by Eric Ries in The Lean Start-Up, to test product hypotheses with minimal resources. Using a Minimum Viable Brand (MVB) concept can ensure those hypotheses are grounded in strategic intent and market insights.

A MVB is comprised of the core elements of a brand that are necessary to ensure internal focus and alignment as well as external relevance and differentiation. A framework for defining and developing a MVB is the “6 What’s”:

- **what we stand for** – our brand essence
- **what we believe in** – our defining values
- **what people we seek to engage** – our target audience(s)
- **what distinguishes us** – our key differentiators
- **what we offer** – our overarching experience
- **what we say and show** – our logo, look, and lines (messaging)

These six elements cover the basic tenets that should be clearly articulated and commonly understood within an organization prior to it finalizing and launching a new product – and they leave out a fuller dimensionalization of the brand which isn’t necessary at first. Usually the MVB should be established through a couple of focused work sessions among the company leaders and perhaps a creative resource and an external facilitator to provide an objective perspective.

Several principles should inform the development of the MVB elements:

First, every organization should be **brand-led** and **market-informed**. Contrary to popular opinion, customers don’t own brands; companies do. Of course customer perceptions of a brand determine the strength and value of a brand, so brand managers must carefully cultivate the proper perceptions. But it would be a mistake to leave it to customers to determine the defining attributes and values that comprise the brand.
As the developer of a new product or solution, a business leader must have a point of view about what their brand stands for and the value they're offering. This point of view should guide everything the organization does. If they don’t have it figured out, it’s unlikely customers will. A brand strategy may start only as a hypothesis that gets validated – or not – by market reaction, but it should be clearly defined before the product is introduced. That's what “brand-led” means. “Market-informed” means that the founder’s point of view should be informed by market understanding.

Customer insights, competitive dynamics, and broader contextual factors like socioeconomic trends should shape the brand strategy, but not drive it.

The MVB should be guided by the principle that **focus is essential for new product viability**. A brand should be positioned in a specific way to a specific target customer. Some entrepreneurs may fear that focusing their brand appeal will alienate potential customers – especially when market demand is unclear. But the exact opposite is true. When brands embrace and embody a clear identity and unique positioning, they attract people who are most likely to be loyal, high-quality customers. Think Red Bull, with its buzz-building marketing campaigns (http://blogs.hbr.org/2012/12/how-red-bull-creates-brand-buzz), and Harley-Davidson, with its loyal customer base (http://hbr.org/product/harley-davidson-chasing-a-new-generation-of-customers/an/KEL742-PDF-ENG). Actively segmenting the market and seeking out a particular target not only helps with resource allocation, but also cuts through all the noise out there and sends a powerful signal to those customers. After an initial launch, it may be necessary to refine the brand focus and rethink customer targeting, but being open ended from the start is a surefire way for a new product to end up meaning nothing and appealing to no one.

Finally the MVB should be grounded in emotional appeal. There are very few, if any, truly new-to-the-world ideas anymore, which means new products are usually based on nuance or detail, e.g., a new feature or functionality. The problem is, customers rarely notice details and even more rarely value them as much as their creators think they will or should. Of course, novelty usually generates some appeal in the short-term, but decreasing customer attention spans and aggressive competitive imitation makes it difficult to sustain appeal of a new product detail over time. To be perceived as truly distinctive, a brand must convey more compelling, sustaining differentiation and the best way to do so is through emotion. Tying product details to emotional values and seeking emotional connections with customers cultivates more meaningful, sustained customer relationships. (Apple does a great job of this, as the following ad conveys:)

Apple ad: Designed by Apple in California

The approach to developing and launching a new product is certainly different in today’s information-rich, technology-
fueled, and time-constrained business environment. Start-ups now create, evaluate, and refine their offerings iteratively, often expecting to have to reset or pivot as mistakes are made and information is gleaned. But being agile and responsive doesn’t require a ready-fire-aim approach when it comes to brand strategy. An MVB provides the right balance of structure and flexibility.